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Employment Law Bulletin

Welcome to the second of our new style 
employment newsletters.  We know many 
of you liked the �rst one and found it 
easier to read. 

There are several interesting cases to report, 
starting with a surprising decision on Agency 
Workers.  By the way, we already have over 
130 acceptances for our free Annual Update 
at Trinity Park on 12 March so if you’d like to 
come and haven’t yet replied, email Anita on 
anita.cook@gotelee.co.uk or call 01473 
298111 to take one of the remaining places.  
We hope to see you there.

 
Agency workers are not employees. But over 
the years the distinction between the two 
has blurred.  Agency workers with at least 12 
weeks' service are now entitled to the same 
basic employment rights and working 
conditions as if they had been recruited 
directly.  The intention is to level the playing 
�eld between these temporary workers and 
the employees they work alongside.

In that context this recent decision of the 
Employment Appeal Tribunal (EAT) is a little 
surprising.  It has decided that agency workers 
on "inde�nite" or "permanent" assignments are 
not covered by the Agency Workers Regula-
tions and so don't get employee-equivalent 
rights. 

The case involved ten workers who were 
employed by Ideal. From the very beginning 
they were put on assignment at a company 
called Celanese. These assignments were 
long-term (by the time these claims were 
brought they had worked there for between six 
and 25 years). Contracts were open-ended, they 

speci�ed Celanese's  premises as the place of 
work and employment was terminable on 
notice.

When the Claimants were made redundant 
they argued that they were entitled to better 
conditions, including higher rates of pay. They 
didn't succeed. The EAT held that as the Claim-
ants were working for Celanese on a perma-
nent basis there was nothing temporary about 
the arrangement and so they were not 
covered by the Agency Worker Regulations. 
These Claimants' contracts could not be termi-
nated by some condition expiring (for exam-
ple, the end of a �xed-term or completion of a 
task) and so the legislation didn't apply. 

This might not be the �nal word on the 
subject. It is rather odd if an agency worker 
loses their rights by staying in an assignment 
too long – after all, they would still not be 
employees of the hirer.  There's a good chance 
that the Claimants could be knocking on the 
door of the Court of Appeal.
 

Moran v Ideal Cleaning Services 

HOT OFF THE PRESS!
The annual increase in redundancy payments 
has just been announced.  From 6 April 2014, 
the cap on a week’s pay will go up to £464 for 
each year of service with an extra £232 for 
each year over the age of 41.  The maximum 
compensatory award for unfair dismissal goes 
up to £76,574.  Of course, that is the maximum 
– not many Claimants actually receive that 
much. 

Agency Worker Protection Limited
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Mr Shaw was the manager of a sales team.
He was worried about the dangers of sta� 
driving in snowy conditions and sent 
separate emails to a number of managers. In 
his three emails he:

-asked if there were relevant policies and if 
risk assessments had been carried out;

-asked for guidance on what to do, given 
that there was pressure on his team to be on 
the roads in dangerous conditions;

-informed HR of the danger and pointed out 
the duty of care. 
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Pay Up or Else...
February brings with it the introduction of 
hefty penalties for employers who don't 
pay their workers the National Minimum 
Wage (NMW). The crackdown could see 
businesses being �ned £20,000, rather 
than the previous maximum of £5,000.

Employers face being named and shamed 
too. The Government says that it is working 
with HM Revenue and Customs to 
investigate and prosecute employers who 
have seriously �outed their NMW 
responsibilities. 

If you need an incentive to review the 
payments you make to workers, this is it. 

allegations. Employees who are dismissed for 
having made protected disclosures (or 'blown 
the whistle') have the right to claim 
automatically unfair dismissal, with unlimited 
compensation and no two-year 
qualifying period. So, employers need to be 
sensitive to any and all communications in 
which employees raise concerns – as this case 
highlights.  It’s easy to fail to spot that your 
employee is technically a 
whistleblower. 
 

Protected Disclosures - 
Whistleblowing

Without prejudice conversations are a 
human resources hotspot. What can be 
said freely in the lead-up to an 
employee's termination without fear of 
it being repeated during a tribunal 
hearing is, at best, confusing.

But what about where the employer is 
prevented at tribunal from referring to 
discussions which it didn't think were 
properly without prejudice? (Those 
relaxed conversations which were not 
in�uenced by the threat of an impending 
tribunal claim, for instance?) The 
Employment Appeal Tribunal (EAT) has 
highlighted how details of the most 
amicable discussions where there is no   

Pre-Termination Discussions
actual dispute can be inadmissible in 
evidence.

Ms Portnykh was dismissed for gross 
misconduct. There were then some 
negotiations between her and Nomura 
about whether redundancy could be the 
reason for her dismissal, and a draft 
compromise agreement was prepared. 
When these negotiations broke down she 
brought an unfair dismissal claim.

One of the issues was whether correspond-
ence relating to the negotiations and 
marked 'without prejudice' could be 
referred to during the claim. Nomura 
wanted to rely on that correspondence in 
its defence but Ms Portnykh argued – 

successfully – that it was inadmissible. 

The EAT held that there doesn't have to 
be an 'actual' dispute between the 
parties in order for discussions to be 
truly without prejudice; the rule can 
apply where there is a 'potential' 
dispute too. And there doesn't have to 
be a claim in progress or a hostile 
environment in order for there to be a 
'dispute'. It's enough that there is the 
potential for litigation. 

In this case, discussions about redun-
dancy and ex-gratia payments clearly 
pointed towards there being either a  

Portnykh v Nomura International Plc
    dispute or a potential dispute. 

A protected disclosure can alert 
employers to the fact that they may be 
breaching, or could at some later time 
breach, their legal duties. 

They're made by employees who are 
concerned about issues including health and 
safety and criminal activity. And, to be classed 
as protected, these disclosures must contain 
information rather than just 

When Mr Shaw was later dismissed, he 
claimed that it was because he had made 
a protected disclosure. But had he?

The answer was yes. Mr Shaw's emails 
didn't merely make allegations or give his 
opinion – they set out information (he 
was drawing his employer's attention to 
what he believed to be a dangerous 
situation), and that made him a 
whistleblower. 

Would you have realised that Mr Shaw 
was entitled to whistleblowing 
protection because of these emails?

Norbrook Laboratories v Shaw


